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Outline
I Di-photon anomaly
I Composite Higgs
I Other anomalies: di-bosons and B-decays



Things that go bump in the night . . .



ATLAS 13 TeV 3.2 /fb: 14 events at 750 GeV
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Sanity checks . . .
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The ‘S/B weighted’ game is apparently no longer considered
cricket.

h ! gg: March 2013

5.2 H ! ZZ 11
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Figure 3: The diphoton invariant mass distribution with each event weighted by the S/(S + B)
value of its category. The lines represent the fitted background and signal, and the coloured
bands represent the ±1 and ±2 standard deviation uncertainties in the background estimate.
The inset shows the central part of the unweighted invariant mass distribution.

ATLAS: mh = 126.8±0.2(stat)±0.7(syst)GeV
µ = 1.65±0.24(stat)+0.25�0.18(syst)
CMS: mh ' 125±1GeV µ = 1.56±0.43

ATLAS-CONF-2013-012; CMS 1207.7235
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ATLAS 3.2/fb: 3.9σ local, 2.3σ global
ATLAS-CONF-2015-081

CMS 2.6/fb: 10 events at 760 GeV
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Abstract

Run 2 LHC data show hints of a new resonance in the diphoton distri-

bution at an invariant mass of 750 GeV. We analyse the data in terms

of a new boson, extracting information on its properties and exploring

theoretical interpretations. Scenarios covered include a narrow reso-

nance and, as preliminary indications suggest, a wider resonance. If

the width indications persist, the new particle is likely to belong to a

strongly-interacting sector. We also show how compatibility between

Run 1 and Run 2 data is improved by postulating the existence of an

additional heavy particle, whose decays are possibly related to dark

matter.
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Qualitatively
I Big σ ×BR
I Excess in 2 bins =⇒ wide
I =⇒ strong interactions?
I =⇒ inconsistent with 8 TeV?
I ×5 pdf gain for 2σ compatibility =⇒ gg or QQ production

modes
Franceschini et al. et al. et al., 1512.04933



Higher order QCD corrections (not included here) can modify the numbers in eq. (4) by K

factors of order unity. Typical values are Kgg = 1.48 and Kqq̄ = 1.20. These corrections depend

on the specific channel but negligibly depend on
p

s because we are considering a resonant

process that always occurs at the same centre-of-mass parton energy. Hence, they roughly

cancel out in the gain factors r.

We will focus mostly on gg and bb̄ induced processes, which represent the extreme cases

as they give the minimum and maximum value of C, and also lead to a large gain in parton

luminosity going from 8 to 13 TeV.

2.1 An s-channel resonance coupled to gluons and photons

Let us first consider the case in which a spin-0 resonance is produced from gluon fusion and

decays into two photons. The claimed signal rate is reproduced for

BR(S ! ��) BR(S ! gg) ⇡ 1.1⇥ 10�6 M

�
⇡ 1.8⇥ 10�5 (6)

or, equivalently,
���

M

�gg

M
⇡ 1.1⇥ 10�6 �

M
⇡ 6⇥ 10�8, (7)

where ��� ⌘ �(S ! ��) and �gg ⌘ �(S ! gg). The first set of equalities in eqs. (6)–(7) follows

from the request �(pp! ��) ⇡ 8 fb at
p

s = 13 TeV, while the second one uses the additional

information on the total width, �/M ⇡ 0.06.

Figure 1a visualises the region of ��� and �gg in which the observed excess can be explained.

The diphoton rate implies that the acceptable region must lie above the blue band, which is

obtained by assuming no extra decay channels (� = �gg + ���). Note that the blue band is

essentially straight when �gg � ���. This is because, in this limit, the total width is � ⇡ �gg,

and eq. (7) simplifies into ���/M ⇡ 1.1⇥ 10�6, irrespectively of the value of �. An analogous

result is obtained for ��� � �gg.

In each point of the allowed region in fig. 1a above the blue band (coloured in yellow), eq. (7)

determines the value of the total width. In particular, along the green band the constraint on

the total width �/M ⇡ 0.06 is satisfied. This is the region singled out by the ATLAS data, taken

at face value. In each point of the plane in fig. 1a we can compute the rate of dijets induced

by the decay of S back into two gluons. Searches for dijet resonances at
p

s = 8 TeV [5] rule

out the grey region in the figure. Note that, for �gg > ���, a resonance coupled only to gluons

and photons (which corresponds to the intersection between blue and green bands) predicts a

peak in pp! jj in tension with the existing experimental upper bound.

In order to relax this constraint, it is useful to consider extra decay channels beyond ��

and gg. Table 1 summarises the upper bounds on cross sections at 8 TeV due to an s-channel

narrow resonance at 750 GeV, decaying into various final states. In the last column of the table,

the limit on the 8 TeV cross section is translated into a limit on the partial decay width, in

units of the width into photons corresponding to the ATLAS observation. The rescaling factor

r = �13 TeV/�8 TeV is about 5 for resonances produced from gluons (as well as bottom quarks),

see eq. (5). The first entry in the table shows that rescaling the 8 TeV data constrains the
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Figure 1: Left: The yellow region describes the range of �(S ! gg)/M and �(S ! ��)/M in

which the diphoton rate can be fitted as gg ! S ! ��. Its upper boundary is the green band (at

1� and 2�) in which the total width is �/M ⇡ 0.06, as suggested by data. Its lower boundary

is the blue band, which assumes a minimal total width � = �(S ! gg) + �(S ! ��). The grey

region is excluded by searches for dijet resonances at Run 1. The upper and right axes show

the values of the operator coe�cients defined in eq. (9). Right: The analogous plot, assuming

that the resonant production is initiated by bb̄.

resonance. The dimensionless partonic integrals are

Cgg =
⇡2

8

Z 1

M2/s

dx

x
g(x)g(

M2

sx
), (3a)

Cqq̄ =
4⇡2

9

Z 1

M2/s

dx

x


q(x)q̄(

M2

sx
) + q̄(x)q(

M2

sx
)

�
. (3b)

Their numerical values, computed for a resonance at M = 750 GeV using the MSTW2008NLO [4]

set of pdfs evaluated at the scale µ = M , are:
p

s Cbb̄ Ccc̄ Css̄ Cdd̄ Cuū Cgg

8 TeV 1.07 2.7 7.2 89 158 174

13 TeV 15.3 36 83 627 1054 2137

(4)

Thus, the gain factors r = �13 TeV/�8 TeV = [Cgg/s]13 TeV/[Cgg/s]8 TeV from 8 to 13 TeV are

rbb̄ rcc̄ rss̄ rdd̄ ruū rgg

5.4 5.1 4.3 2.7 2.5 4.7
(5)

4
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Couplings from EW invariants:
g2

3
Λ3

ηGµνG̃µν +
g2

2
Λ2

ηW µνW̃µν +
g2

1
Λ1

ηBµν B̃µν

BB:
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Figure 2: Regions that fit, at 3� confidence level, the �� rate, peak position and the large width

(possibly suggested by ATLAS) assuming a resonance S that can decay into ��, gg and a third

channel among those considered in the figure. The left boundaries of the allowed regions in the

diagonal band are the same for all channels, while the right boundaries di↵er for the individual

channels and are marked by the labels. All constraints in table 1 have been taken into account.

This result is also shown in fig. 1, where the translation between the operator scales ⇤ and the

partial widths is given by the di↵erent axis labelling. For the gluon-induced process, the scales

⇤ can be somehow larger than M = 750 GeV, although not much larger. In view of the reduced

parton luminosity, S produced trough bb̄ pairs needs values of ⇤b and of ⇤� comparable to or

smaller than M .

The coupling of S to photons is not invariant under the SM gauge group. Since M is larger

than v, it is more reasonable to assume electroweak gauge invariant operators. A coupling of an

electroweak singlet S to the hypercharge field strength SB2
µ⌫ produces �(S ! ��) accompanied

by
�(S ! Z�)

�(S ! ��)
= 2 tan2 ✓W ⇡ 0.6,

�(S ! ZZ)

�(S ! ��)
= tan4 ✓W ⇡ 0.08. (12)

We see that the embedding of the photon in the hypercharge gauge field is such that the related

decays involving Z bosons are suppressed. Then the bounds from resonant ZZ production

shown in table 1 are easily satisfied. Any elementary theory in which the new matter coupled

to S has only hypercharge quantum numbers will lead to the SB2
µ⌫ operator alone and thus

8

WW:

rise no conflict with the absence of peaks in ZZ/WW distributions.

A coupling of an electroweak singlet S to the SU(2)L field strength produces �(S ! ��)

accompanied by
�(S ! WW )

�(S ! ��)
=

2

sin4 ✓W

⇡ 40, (13)

�(S ! ZZ)

�(S ! ��)
=

1

tan4 ✓W

⇡ 12,
�(S ! Z�)

�(S ! ��)
=

2

tan2 ✓W

⇡ 7. (14)

This operator gives Z�, ZZ, WW rates slightly above the bounds in table 1.

Spin 2

Similar considerations hold if S has spin 2. Taking gravity as inspiration, we can couple a

tensor Sµ⌫ to the various components T
(p)
µ⌫ of the energy-momentum tensor:

Sµ⌫
X

p

T
(p)
µ⌫

⇤p

(15)

where T
(�)
µ⌫ = Fµ↵F⌫�g

↵��gµ⌫F↵�F
↵�/4 for a gauge boson and T

(f)
µ⌫ = (f̄�µ

 !
@ ⌫f)/2 for a Dirac

fermion f . The relevant decay rates are then

�(S ! ��) =
M3

80⇡⇤2
�

, �(S ! gg) =
M3

10⇡⇤2
g

, �(S ! bb̄) =
3M3

160⇡⇤2
b

. (16)

Including the 2J + 1 factor from the 5 spin states, the signal rate is reproduced for

⇤�

M

⇤g

M
⇡ 24

r
M

�
⇡ 98 or

⇤�

M

⇤b

M
⇡ 0.8

r
M

�
⇡ 3.2 . (17)

In the future, by analysing the angular distributions of the excess diphoton events, it will

be possible to distinguish a spin-2 resonance from a scalar particle. A candidate for heavy

spin-2 resonances is the graviton in warped extra-dimensional models [19]. In this case all the

⇤p coe�cients would be equal: the resulting ��, gg rates can reproduce the diphoton excess.

However, the universality of gravity interactions implies a peak in the dilepton spectrum with

a cross section equal to the one in two photons. There are no indications for a peak at 750 GeV

in Run 2 dilepton data, which imply the 95% confidence level bounds �(pp ! `+`�) < 5 fb

(ATLAS) and �(pp ! `+`�) <⇠ 3 fb (CMS) [1]. Only with modifications of the minimal setup

one could fit the observations.

3 Perturbative models

Here we describe how to obtain renormalizable perturbative models that realise the scenario

discussed in the previous section. The SM is extended by adding one (or more) scalar S and

9
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Composite Higgs overview



Composite Higgs ≡ modern incarnation of natural EWSB via
strong dynamics.



Why not EWSB via weak dynamics, i.e. SUSY?



Why haven’t we seen any superpartners?
I generic SUSY theory predicts > O(102) superpartners
I sprinkled around the weak scale ∼ 100GeV
I cf. bounds ∼ TeV
I Avoid this by: reintroducing a tuning. Ugh!
I Or by tuning in theory space. Ugh!



n.b. ‘Natural’ SUSY ≡ Unnatural SUSY!



So, what about strong EWSB?



A solution to the hierarchy problem that is literally natural.



To see this, consider the SM minus the Higgs . . .



To see this, consider the SM minus the Higgs . . .
I QCD coupling still runs much the same way
I confines at GeV
I SU(2)L×SU(2)R chiral symmetries of quarks get broken

to SU(2)V

I =⇒ SU(2)L×U(1)Y → U(1)em



To see this, consider the SM minus the Higgs . . .
I W±,Z 0 bosons get masses by eating π±,π0

I Even mW/mZ comes out right!
I fπ ∼ 100MeV =⇒ mW ∼ 30MeV comes out wrong!



The seed of a beautiful (but wrong) idea . . . technicolour



The seed of a beautiful (but wrong) idea . . . technicolour
I Assume there is another strong force
I But that it confines at 100 GeV



But technicolour is killed by a treble whammy:
I Flavour physics
I Electroweak precision tests
I It predicts no Higgs!



Flavour physics problems

Natural hierarchy =⇒ d [O] & 4

Two ways to get fermion masses:

I Bi-linear:
L = yfLOH fR, OH ∼ (1,2) 1

2

I Linear:
L = yLfLOR + yRfROL + mOLOHOR, OR ∼ (3,2) 1

6
D. B. Kaplan, 1991



Bi-linear fermion masses

L = fLOH fR
Λd−1

F
+ fLfR fLfR

Λ2
F

FCNC =⇒ ΛF & 103−4TeV =⇒ d . 1.2−1.3

I TC: d ∼ 3
I WTC: d ∼ 2
I SM: d ∼ 1 (but then d [O†

HOH ]∼ 2)

Strassler, 0309122

Luty & Okui, 0409274

Rattazzi, Rychkov & Vichi, 0807.0004

Rychkov & Vichi, 0905.2211



Linear fermion masses

L = yLfLOR + yRfROL + mOL,ROHOL,R

I OL,R can be relevant
I Flavour can be decoupled
I RS-GIM Gherghetta & Pomarol, 0003129

Huber & Shafi, 0010195

Agashe, Perez & Soni, 0406101

Agashe, Perez & Soni, 0408134

Agashe, Contino & Pomarol, 0412089



‘Flavour can be decoupled’ 6= ‘Flavour is decoupled’
To settle this needs knowledge of strong dynamics.



EWPT problems

Contributions to EWPT ∼ m2
W

m2
ρ

are too large in technicolour.



EWPT problems

Strongest constraints from
I T (a.k.a. mW/mZ ) =⇒ mρ & 10 TeV
I Γ(Z → bb) =⇒ mρ & couple TeV
I S =⇒ mρ & couple TeV



EWPT problems

I T is fine: custodial symmetry SU(2)L×SU(2)R
SU(2)V

= SO(4)
SO(3)

Sikivie, Susskind, Voloshin & Zakharov, 1980

I Γ(Z → bb) can also be protected by a symmetry
Agashe, Contino, Da Rold & Pomarol, 0605341

I But there is no (unbroken) symmetry for S!



EWPT problems

There is a broken symmetry for S: SU(2)L
Inami, Lim & Yamada, 1992

I v is a 2, S is a 3 =⇒ S ∼ v2/Λ2

I v � Λ?
I Try SO(4)/SO(3)→ SO(5)/SO(4)

Georgi, Kaplan, others, 1980s

Agashe, Contino & Pomarol, 0412089

I NGBs a 4 of SO(4), viz. H
I SO(5) is not exact =⇒ potential for H
I Gauging stabilizes origin; fermions destabilize it.
I Small tuning between the two =⇒ small v/Λ



This is still a O(20%) tuning!



Recap: ‘The Minimal Composite Higgs Model’
Agashe, Contino & Pomarol, 0412089

I Assume new strong sector with global symmetry SO(5)

I broken to subgroup SO(4) by strong dynamics at TeV
scale

I Fermion masses arise by partial compositeness
I Weak gauging of SU(2)L×U(1)Y ⊂ SO(4)

I EWPT satisfied by a combination of symmetries and a
small tuning



(



SO(5)/SO(4) is not so mysterious. It is S4.
Similarly, SO(n)/SO(n−1)' Sn−1.









)



The Minimal Composite Higgs Model @ LHC

I Light d. o. f.: SM Higgs
I Expect small deviations from SM couplings

Giudice, Grojean, Pomarol & Rattazzi,0703164

Falkowski, 0711.0828

Low, Rattazzi & Vichi, 0907.5413

I Best to look for light (top) partners?
Contino & Servant, 0801.1679

de Simone & al., 1211.5663

BMG, Muller, Parker & Sutherland, 1406.5957



Beyond The Minimal Composite Higgs Model?
BMG, A. Pomarol, F. Riva, J. Serra, 0902.1483



Why go beyond?

I Nature doesn’t always choose minimal option
I SO(n) is hard to get as a global symmetry.
I SU(n) is much easier.



Any G/H with SO(5)⊂G and SO(4)⊂ H seems it will do
=⇒ extended Higgs sector



But extra states that transform under SO(4) will contribute to T
if they get a vev.



G/H = SO(n)/SO(n−1) yields SM Higgs + n−5 EW singlets.



SO(6)/SO(5) is unique because SO(6)' SU(4).



Focus on SO(6)/SO(5):
BMG, A. Pomarol, F. Riva, J. Serra, 0902.1483

I A single Higgs doublet plus a singlet!
I Singlet mass is roughly mη = f

v mh & 600GeV !



Another key feature of PC models: Colour
BMG, arXiv:0910.1789

I PC =⇒ every SM state has a strong sector partner
I =⇒ The strong sector is charged under SU(3) colour
I =⇒ η couples to everything, including gg
I (not such a surprise: so does H)
I couplings to fermions scale like Higgs Yukawas
I Plausible explanation of di-photon anomaly



Run 2 agenda
I Confirm excess
I Look for couplings to Z γ, ZZ and SU(2)×U(1)

consistency
I Look for couplings to everything else (fermions)
I Look for all the other strong sector resonances (TeV . . . )



What about the other anomalies?



Di-boson anomaly



ATLAS
I seeks 2, 2-prong fat jets with mj ∈ [69.4,95.4] (a ‘ W’) or
∈ [79.8,105.8] (a ‘ Z’)

I finds bumps at 2 TeV in ‘WW’, ‘WZ’, & ‘ZZ’ of 2.6, 3.4, &
2.9 σ bzw.
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Figure 5: Background-only fits to the dijet mass (mj j) distributions in data (a) after tagging with the WZ selection,
(b) after tagging with the WW selection and (c) after tagging with the ZZ selection. The significance shown in
the inset for each bin is the di↵erence between the data and the fit in units of the uncertainty on this di↵erence.
The significance with respect to the maximum-likelihood expectation is displayed in red, and the significance when
taking the uncertainties on the fit parameters into account is shown in blue. The spectra are compared to the signals
expected for an EGM W 0 with mW0 = 1.5, 2.0, or 2.5 TeV or to an RS graviton with mGRS = 1.5 or 2.0 TeV.

to the shape of the signal, and N is a log-normal distribution for the nuisance parameters, ✓, modelling
the systematic uncertainty on the signal normalisation. The expected number of events is the bin-wise
sum of the events expected for the signal and background: nexp = nsig + nbg. The number of expected
background events in dijet mass bin i, ni

bg, is obtained by integrating dn/dx obtained from eqn. (1) over
that bin. Thus nbg is a function of the dijet background parameters p1, p2, p3. The number of expected
signal events, nsig, is evaluated based on MC simulation assuming the cross section of the model under
test multiplied by the signal strength and including the e↵ects of the systematic uncertainties described in

16
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More questions than answers . . .
I mj ∈ [69.4,95.4] (a ‘ W’) or ∈ [79.8,105.8] (a ‘ Z’) =⇒

signals overlap
I How many events are common?
I What is the true local/global significance?
I Are these (likely) Ws or Zs?
I . . .



Start by trying to answer some of these qq ...



... by a poor man’s (i.e. theorist’s) likelihood analysis.

Allanach, BMG & Sutherland, 1507.01638
cf. Brehmer & al., 1507.00013

cf. Fichet & von Gersdorff, 1508.04814



1. In an ancillary file far, far away, we are told the numbers in
the ‘WW+ZZ’ and ‘WW+WZ+ZZ’ regions

2

mj/ GeV, jet 1

mj/ GeV, jet 2

70 80 95 105

70

80

95

105

WW

ZZ

WZA B D

B C

D E F

E

FIG. 1. A simple picture of the WW (red), WZ (green), and
ZZ (blue) signal regions used in [1], in the mj–mj plane of
the two fat jets in an event. We also show our labelling of
disjoint signal regions A, B, C, D, E, F .

Additionally, data are reported in the auxiliary informa-
tion of [1] (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/
AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults) for the combina-
tions WW + ZZ and WW + WZ + ZZ of the three
aforementioned regions. Clearly, a selected event may
be common to more than one signal region — Figure 1
shows a cartoon of the overlap of the signal regions in
the (mj , mj) plane of the two fat jets.

It is not reported which of the excess events around
2 TeV are common to more than one signal region; how-
ever, from the data available, we may infer the number
of common excess events as follows. Hereafter, we shall
concern ourselves with only the three bins of mjj nearest
to 2 TeV, where ATLAS observed the excesses.

Firstly, we seek to disentangle the overlapping signal
regions into regions that partition the parameter space
of interest. We define six disjoint regions A to F in the
(mj , mj) plane (Fig. 1) which in combination comprise
the five ATLAS signal regions on which we have data:

WW = A + B + C,

ZZ = C + E + F,

WZ = B + C + D + E,

WW + ZZ = A + B + C + E + F,

WW + WZ + ZZ = A + B + C + D + E + F.

In Table I we show the three possible arrangements of
the events in the disjoint regions A–F that are compati-
ble with the ATLAS data in the five overlapping regions,
summed over the three mjj bins of interest. In each of
the five signal regions, ATLAS also provides an estimate
of the SM background by fitting a smooth curve to the
observed mjj spectrum. There is a continuum of possible
values for the SM background in the six disjoint regions
that are consistent with ATLAS’s numbers in the five
overlapping regions — we break the degeneracy by tak-
ing the solution with equal ratios of background in A to

A B C D E F

nobs,1
i 2 6 5 0 4 0

nobs,2
i 1 7 5 0 3 1

nobs,3
i 0 8 5 0 2 2
µSM

i 2.09 2.72 1.00 2.43 0.46 0.34

TABLE I. The three possible arrangements of the observed
events into the six disjoint signal regions A–F of Fig. 1, as well
as our estimate of the expected event numbers in each region,
summed over the three bins mjj/TeV 2 [1.85 � 1.95, 1.95 �
2.05, 2.05 � 2.15].

W jet tag only W and Z jet tag Z jet tag only
true W 0.25 0.36 0.04
true Z 0.11 0.39 0.21

TABLE II. Probability that a W or Z is tagged with a W or
Z tag.

F , and in B to E, as is consistent with a QCD dijet back-
ground that is roughly flat in the (mj , mj) plane. The
sums over the three mjj bins of the resulting expected
values in the regions A–F are also shown in Table I. Note
that the uncertainties in the fitted background spectra
are somewhat di�cult to take into account since they are
likely to be correlated between the di↵erent channels, and
we do not have access to the correlation matrix. Fortu-
nately, the uncertainties are small and we neglect them.

We now construct our likelihood fit to the LHC pro-
duction cross section times branching ratios (� ⇥ BRs)
of a putative resonance that is responsible for the excess
events in Table I. From [1, Fig. 1c], the probabilities
that the W or Z from a 2 TeV diboson resonance has
an mj in the W or Z window are approximately as in
Table II. Note that these numbers come from the AT-
LAS simulation of a Randall-Sundrum graviton, which
(when it decays to W s or Zs) decays almost exclusively
to longitudinally polarised bosons; transversely polarised
bosons would have di↵erent mj distributions [19], so the
numbers should be taken cum grano salis for other new
physics models. The probabilities of a diboson resonance
event satisfying the respective mj cuts of the signal re-
gions A to F are thus shown in Table III, forming a 3 by 6
matrix Mji. We multiply the probabilities in Table III by
a factor of ✏ = 0.33⇥ 0.67 to match the reported e�cien-
cies of [1, Fig. 2b], with an additional probability of 0.67
for the signal to be in the three mjj bins that we consider
[1, Fig. 2a]. Given a vector sj = {sWW , sWZ , sZZ} of
the number of “truth” signal diboson pairs issuing from

Mji A B C D E F
true WW 0.063 0.182 0.132 0.018 0.025 0.001
true WZ 0.028 0.139 0.143 0.057 0.090 0.007
true ZZ 0.012 0.087 0.155 0.047 0.165 0.044

TABLE III. Probability of di↵erent diboson candidates from
a 2 TeV resonance being tagged in each signal region.
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FIG. 1. A simple picture of the WW (red), WZ (green), and
ZZ (blue) signal regions used in [1], in the mj–mj plane of
the two fat jets in an event. We also show our labelling of
disjoint signal regions A, B, C, D, E, F .

Additionally, data are reported in the auxiliary informa-
tion of [1] (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/
AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults) for the combina-
tions WW + ZZ and WW + WZ + ZZ of the three
aforementioned regions. Clearly, a selected event may
be common to more than one signal region — Figure 1
shows a cartoon of the overlap of the signal regions in
the (mj , mj) plane of the two fat jets.

It is not reported which of the excess events around
2 TeV are common to more than one signal region; how-
ever, from the data available, we may infer the number
of common excess events as follows. Hereafter, we shall
concern ourselves with only the three bins of mjj nearest
to 2 TeV, where ATLAS observed the excesses.

Firstly, we seek to disentangle the overlapping signal
regions into regions that partition the parameter space
of interest. We define six disjoint regions A to F in the
(mj , mj) plane (Fig. 1) which in combination comprise
the five ATLAS signal regions on which we have data:

WW = A + B + C,

ZZ = C + E + F,

WZ = B + C + D + E,

WW + ZZ = A + B + C + E + F,

WW + WZ + ZZ = A + B + C + D + E + F.

In Table I we show the three possible arrangements of
the events in the disjoint regions A–F that are compati-
ble with the ATLAS data in the five overlapping regions,
summed over the three mjj bins of interest. In each of
the five signal regions, ATLAS also provides an estimate
of the SM background by fitting a smooth curve to the
observed mjj spectrum. There is a continuum of possible
values for the SM background in the six disjoint regions
that are consistent with ATLAS’s numbers in the five
overlapping regions — we break the degeneracy by tak-
ing the solution with equal ratios of background in A to
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TABLE I. The three possible arrangements of the observed
events into the six disjoint signal regions A–F of Fig. 1, as well
as our estimate of the expected event numbers in each region,
summed over the three bins mjj/TeV 2 [1.85 � 1.95, 1.95 �
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TABLE II. Probability that a W or Z is tagged with a W or
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F , and in B to E, as is consistent with a QCD dijet back-
ground that is roughly flat in the (mj , mj) plane. The
sums over the three mjj bins of the resulting expected
values in the regions A–F are also shown in Table I. Note
that the uncertainties in the fitted background spectra
are somewhat di�cult to take into account since they are
likely to be correlated between the di↵erent channels, and
we do not have access to the correlation matrix. Fortu-
nately, the uncertainties are small and we neglect them.

We now construct our likelihood fit to the LHC pro-
duction cross section times branching ratios (� ⇥ BRs)
of a putative resonance that is responsible for the excess
events in Table I. From [1, Fig. 1c], the probabilities
that the W or Z from a 2 TeV diboson resonance has
an mj in the W or Z window are approximately as in
Table II. Note that these numbers come from the AT-
LAS simulation of a Randall-Sundrum graviton, which
(when it decays to W s or Zs) decays almost exclusively
to longitudinally polarised bosons; transversely polarised
bosons would have di↵erent mj distributions [19], so the
numbers should be taken cum grano salis for other new
physics models. The probabilities of a diboson resonance
event satisfying the respective mj cuts of the signal re-
gions A to F are thus shown in Table III, forming a 3 by 6
matrix Mji. We multiply the probabilities in Table III by
a factor of ✏ = 0.33⇥ 0.67 to match the reported e�cien-
cies of [1, Fig. 2b], with an additional probability of 0.67
for the signal to be in the three mjj bins that we consider
[1, Fig. 2a]. Given a vector sj = {sWW , sWZ , sZZ} of
the number of “truth” signal diboson pairs issuing from

Mji A B C D E F
true WW 0.063 0.182 0.132 0.018 0.025 0.001
true WZ 0.028 0.139 0.143 0.057 0.090 0.007
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TABLE III. Probability of di↵erent diboson candidates from
a 2 TeV resonance being tagged in each signal region.

Even a theorist can’t solve 5 eqns in 6 unknowns!
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FIG. 1. A simple picture of the WW (red), WZ (green), and
ZZ (blue) signal regions used in [1], in the mj–mj plane of
the two fat jets in an event. We also show our labelling of
disjoint signal regions A, B, C, D, E, F .

Additionally, data are reported in the auxiliary informa-
tion of [1] (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/
AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults) for the combina-
tions WW + ZZ and WW + WZ + ZZ of the three
aforementioned regions. Clearly, a selected event may
be common to more than one signal region — Figure 1
shows a cartoon of the overlap of the signal regions in
the (mj , mj) plane of the two fat jets.

It is not reported which of the excess events around
2 TeV are common to more than one signal region; how-
ever, from the data available, we may infer the number
of common excess events as follows. Hereafter, we shall
concern ourselves with only the three bins of mjj nearest
to 2 TeV, where ATLAS observed the excesses.

Firstly, we seek to disentangle the overlapping signal
regions into regions that partition the parameter space
of interest. We define six disjoint regions A to F in the
(mj , mj) plane (Fig. 1) which in combination comprise
the five ATLAS signal regions on which we have data:

WW = A + B + C,

ZZ = C + E + F,

WZ = B + C + D + E,

WW + ZZ = A + B + C + E + F,

WW + WZ + ZZ = A + B + C + D + E + F.

In Table I we show the three possible arrangements of
the events in the disjoint regions A–F that are compati-
ble with the ATLAS data in the five overlapping regions,
summed over the three mjj bins of interest. In each of
the five signal regions, ATLAS also provides an estimate
of the SM background by fitting a smooth curve to the
observed mjj spectrum. There is a continuum of possible
values for the SM background in the six disjoint regions
that are consistent with ATLAS’s numbers in the five
overlapping regions — we break the degeneracy by tak-
ing the solution with equal ratios of background in A to
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TABLE I. The three possible arrangements of the observed
events into the six disjoint signal regions A–F of Fig. 1, as well
as our estimate of the expected event numbers in each region,
summed over the three bins mjj/TeV 2 [1.85 � 1.95, 1.95 �
2.05, 2.05 � 2.15].
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TABLE II. Probability that a W or Z is tagged with a W or
Z tag.

F , and in B to E, as is consistent with a QCD dijet back-
ground that is roughly flat in the (mj , mj) plane. The
sums over the three mjj bins of the resulting expected
values in the regions A–F are also shown in Table I. Note
that the uncertainties in the fitted background spectra
are somewhat di�cult to take into account since they are
likely to be correlated between the di↵erent channels, and
we do not have access to the correlation matrix. Fortu-
nately, the uncertainties are small and we neglect them.

We now construct our likelihood fit to the LHC pro-
duction cross section times branching ratios (� ⇥ BRs)
of a putative resonance that is responsible for the excess
events in Table I. From [1, Fig. 1c], the probabilities
that the W or Z from a 2 TeV diboson resonance has
an mj in the W or Z window are approximately as in
Table II. Note that these numbers come from the AT-
LAS simulation of a Randall-Sundrum graviton, which
(when it decays to W s or Zs) decays almost exclusively
to longitudinally polarised bosons; transversely polarised
bosons would have di↵erent mj distributions [19], so the
numbers should be taken cum grano salis for other new
physics models. The probabilities of a diboson resonance
event satisfying the respective mj cuts of the signal re-
gions A to F are thus shown in Table III, forming a 3 by 6
matrix Mji. We multiply the probabilities in Table III by
a factor of ✏ = 0.33⇥ 0.67 to match the reported e�cien-
cies of [1, Fig. 2b], with an additional probability of 0.67
for the signal to be in the three mjj bins that we consider
[1, Fig. 2a]. Given a vector sj = {sWW , sWZ , sZZ} of
the number of “truth” signal diboson pairs issuing from

Mji A B C D E F
true WW 0.063 0.182 0.132 0.018 0.025 0.001
true WZ 0.028 0.139 0.143 0.057 0.090 0.007
true ZZ 0.012 0.087 0.155 0.047 0.165 0.044

TABLE III. Probability of di↵erent diboson candidates from
a 2 TeV resonance being tagged in each signal region.



2. Read off probabilities (from ATLAS model simulation) for
bosons from a 2 TeV resonance to fall in the signal regions:
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FIG. 1. A simple picture of the WW (red), WZ (green), and
ZZ (blue) signal regions used in [1], in the mj–mj plane of
the two fat jets in an event. We also show our labelling of
disjoint signal regions A, B, C, D, E, F .

Additionally, data are reported in the auxiliary informa-
tion of [1] (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/
AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults) for the combina-
tions WW + ZZ and WW + WZ + ZZ of the three
aforementioned regions. Clearly, a selected event may
be common to more than one signal region — Figure 1
shows a cartoon of the overlap of the signal regions in
the (mj , mj) plane of the two fat jets.

It is not reported which of the excess events around
2 TeV are common to more than one signal region; how-
ever, from the data available, we may infer the number
of common excess events as follows. Hereafter, we shall
concern ourselves with only the three bins of mjj nearest
to 2 TeV, where ATLAS observed the excesses.

Firstly, we seek to disentangle the overlapping signal
regions into regions that partition the parameter space
of interest. We define six disjoint regions A to F in the
(mj , mj) plane (Fig. 1) which in combination comprise
the five ATLAS signal regions on which we have data:

WW = A + B + C,

ZZ = C + E + F,

WZ = B + C + D + E,

WW + ZZ = A + B + C + E + F,

WW + WZ + ZZ = A + B + C + D + E + F.

In Table I we show the three possible arrangements of
the events in the disjoint regions A–F that are compati-
ble with the ATLAS data in the five overlapping regions,
summed over the three mjj bins of interest. In each of
the five signal regions, ATLAS also provides an estimate
of the SM background by fitting a smooth curve to the
observed mjj spectrum. There is a continuum of possible
values for the SM background in the six disjoint regions
that are consistent with ATLAS’s numbers in the five
overlapping regions — we break the degeneracy by tak-
ing the solution with equal ratios of background in A to
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TABLE I. The three possible arrangements of the observed
events into the six disjoint signal regions A–F of Fig. 1, as well
as our estimate of the expected event numbers in each region,
summed over the three bins mjj/TeV 2 [1.85 � 1.95, 1.95 �
2.05, 2.05 � 2.15].

W jet tag only W and Z jet tag Z jet tag only
true W 0.25 0.36 0.04
true Z 0.11 0.39 0.21

TABLE II. Probability that a W or Z is tagged with a W or
Z tag.

F , and in B to E, as is consistent with a QCD dijet back-
ground that is roughly flat in the (mj , mj) plane. The
sums over the three mjj bins of the resulting expected
values in the regions A–F are also shown in Table I. Note
that the uncertainties in the fitted background spectra
are somewhat di�cult to take into account since they are
likely to be correlated between the di↵erent channels, and
we do not have access to the correlation matrix. Fortu-
nately, the uncertainties are small and we neglect them.

We now construct our likelihood fit to the LHC pro-
duction cross section times branching ratios (� ⇥ BRs)
of a putative resonance that is responsible for the excess
events in Table I. From [1, Fig. 1c], the probabilities
that the W or Z from a 2 TeV diboson resonance has
an mj in the W or Z window are approximately as in
Table II. Note that these numbers come from the AT-
LAS simulation of a Randall-Sundrum graviton, which
(when it decays to W s or Zs) decays almost exclusively
to longitudinally polarised bosons; transversely polarised
bosons would have di↵erent mj distributions [19], so the
numbers should be taken cum grano salis for other new
physics models. The probabilities of a diboson resonance
event satisfying the respective mj cuts of the signal re-
gions A to F are thus shown in Table III, forming a 3 by 6
matrix Mji. We multiply the probabilities in Table III by
a factor of ✏ = 0.33⇥ 0.67 to match the reported e�cien-
cies of [1, Fig. 2b], with an additional probability of 0.67
for the signal to be in the three mjj bins that we consider
[1, Fig. 2a]. Given a vector sj = {sWW , sWZ , sZZ} of
the number of “truth” signal diboson pairs issuing from

Mji A B C D E F
true WW 0.063 0.182 0.132 0.018 0.025 0.001
true WZ 0.028 0.139 0.143 0.057 0.090 0.007
true ZZ 0.012 0.087 0.155 0.047 0.165 0.044

TABLE III. Probability of di↵erent diboson candidates from
a 2 TeV resonance being tagged in each signal region.
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Additionally, data are reported in the auxiliary informa-
tion of [1] (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/
AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults) for the combina-
tions WW + ZZ and WW + WZ + ZZ of the three
aforementioned regions. Clearly, a selected event may
be common to more than one signal region — Figure 1
shows a cartoon of the overlap of the signal regions in
the (mj , mj) plane of the two fat jets.

It is not reported which of the excess events around
2 TeV are common to more than one signal region; how-
ever, from the data available, we may infer the number
of common excess events as follows. Hereafter, we shall
concern ourselves with only the three bins of mjj nearest
to 2 TeV, where ATLAS observed the excesses.

Firstly, we seek to disentangle the overlapping signal
regions into regions that partition the parameter space
of interest. We define six disjoint regions A to F in the
(mj , mj) plane (Fig. 1) which in combination comprise
the five ATLAS signal regions on which we have data:

WW = A + B + C,

ZZ = C + E + F,

WZ = B + C + D + E,

WW + ZZ = A + B + C + E + F,

WW + WZ + ZZ = A + B + C + D + E + F.

In Table I we show the three possible arrangements of
the events in the disjoint regions A–F that are compati-
ble with the ATLAS data in the five overlapping regions,
summed over the three mjj bins of interest. In each of
the five signal regions, ATLAS also provides an estimate
of the SM background by fitting a smooth curve to the
observed mjj spectrum. There is a continuum of possible
values for the SM background in the six disjoint regions
that are consistent with ATLAS’s numbers in the five
overlapping regions — we break the degeneracy by tak-
ing the solution with equal ratios of background in A to
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TABLE I. The three possible arrangements of the observed
events into the six disjoint signal regions A–F of Fig. 1, as well
as our estimate of the expected event numbers in each region,
summed over the three bins mjj/TeV 2 [1.85 � 1.95, 1.95 �
2.05, 2.05 � 2.15].
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TABLE II. Probability that a W or Z is tagged with a W or
Z tag.

F , and in B to E, as is consistent with a QCD dijet back-
ground that is roughly flat in the (mj , mj) plane. The
sums over the three mjj bins of the resulting expected
values in the regions A–F are also shown in Table I. Note
that the uncertainties in the fitted background spectra
are somewhat di�cult to take into account since they are
likely to be correlated between the di↵erent channels, and
we do not have access to the correlation matrix. Fortu-
nately, the uncertainties are small and we neglect them.

We now construct our likelihood fit to the LHC pro-
duction cross section times branching ratios (� ⇥ BRs)
of a putative resonance that is responsible for the excess
events in Table I. From [1, Fig. 1c], the probabilities
that the W or Z from a 2 TeV diboson resonance has
an mj in the W or Z window are approximately as in
Table II. Note that these numbers come from the AT-
LAS simulation of a Randall-Sundrum graviton, which
(when it decays to W s or Zs) decays almost exclusively
to longitudinally polarised bosons; transversely polarised
bosons would have di↵erent mj distributions [19], so the
numbers should be taken cum grano salis for other new
physics models. The probabilities of a diboson resonance
event satisfying the respective mj cuts of the signal re-
gions A to F are thus shown in Table III, forming a 3 by 6
matrix Mji. We multiply the probabilities in Table III by
a factor of ✏ = 0.33⇥ 0.67 to match the reported e�cien-
cies of [1, Fig. 2b], with an additional probability of 0.67
for the signal to be in the three mjj bins that we consider
[1, Fig. 2a]. Given a vector sj = {sWW , sWZ , sZZ} of
the number of “truth” signal diboson pairs issuing from

Mji A B C D E F
true WW 0.063 0.182 0.132 0.018 0.025 0.001
true WZ 0.028 0.139 0.143 0.057 0.090 0.007
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TABLE III. Probability of di↵erent diboson candidates from
a 2 TeV resonance being tagged in each signal region.



3. Use ATLAS’ reported efficiencies, branching ratios, etc, to
compute a final Poisson likelihood:

3

a putative 2 TeV resonance, we expect

µi = µSM
i +

3X

j=1

✏bjsjMji (1)

events to be tagged in each signal region i 2
{A, B, C, D, E, F}. bj = {0.45, 0.47, 0.49} are the to-
tally hadronic branching fractions of the diboson pairs.

We construct the joint likelihood of tagging ni events
in each of the six signal regions:

p({ni}|{µi}) =
Y

i2{A,B,C,D,E,F}
P (ni|µi). (2)

The six probabilities on the right hand side of Eq. 2 are
Poissonian, i.e.

P (n|µ) =
e�µµn

n!
. (3)

Substituting Eqs. 1,3 into Eq. 2, we obtain our likelihood
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i

, (4)

which includes the correlations coming from overlaps in
the W and Z tags. We sum over the three independent
partitions of events into the regions A to F that are com-
patible with the ATLAS data, as labelled by ↵. Eq. 4
allows us to further investigate what the ATLAS fat jet
analysis dictates about the di↵erent decay channels for
a signal. We turn the likelihood into a more familiar

value of �2 by �2 = �2 log p({nobs,↵
i }|sWW , sWZ , sZZ).

Best-fit points will be found by minimising �2 (or, equiv-
alently, maximising the likelihood). We shall phrase our
results in terms of the production cross section of the 2
TeV resonance X times branching ratio for each decay
channel: �(X) ⇥ BR(X ! i) = sj/L.

Minimising �2 over sj , we obtain our best-fit point
sj = {106, 0, 118}, i.e. �(X0) ⇥ BR(X0 ! W+W�) =
5.2 fb, �(X±) ⇥ BR(X± ! W±Z) = 0 fb, �(X0) ⇥
BR(X0 ! ZZ) = 5.8 fb corresponding to expected event
numbers µWW = 13.0, µWZ = 16.1 and µZZ = 8.1 in the
three respective ATLAS signal regions WW , WZ, and
ZZ. However, as we shall show, the statistical uncer-
tainties are such that sizeable deviations from this best-
fit point are possible.

We now examine the constraints upon each channel
individually by maximising the p�value over the other
two. We show the p�values for each individual channel
in Fig. 2. In order to find preferred regions of parame-
ter space, we perform 104 pseudoexperiments in order to
calculate the p�values, maximising the p�value over any

FIG. 2. p�values as a function of production cross section of
the 2 TeV resonance X times branching ratio for each decay
channel. The p�value has been minimised over the other two
signal regions for each line. The horizontal line shows the 95%
upper bound. The e�ciencies have been unfolded.

WW WZ ZZ
limit/fb 24.3 25.0 20.7

TABLE IV. 95% preferred region upper limits on �(X) ⇥
BR(X ! i) coming from the ATLAS fat jets analysis (e�-
ciencies have been unfolded).

unseen dimensions. The 95% preferred regions (which all
have p > 0.05) for each channel are shown in Table IV.
We see that each channel has an upper bound of around
20 to 25 fb (equivalent to roughly 400-500 events before
e�ciencies are taken into account).

Within our approximations, the Standard Model for
the joint data set has a p�value of 6⇥10�4, equivalent
to 4.0� (local significance). This number of sigma would
decrease slightly were we to include systematic uncertain-
ties on the backgrounds, but as stated above: these are
rather small and so should not cause a large e↵ect. We
also obtain a larger local significance than those quoted
by ATLAS because we are combining data rather than
analysing individual channels.

To get joint constraints upon two of the signal chan-
nels, we profile over the unseen one in Fig. 3. The fig-
ure shows that whenever one of the channels has a large
� ⇥ BR (around 20-25 fb), the anti-correlations imply
that the others should be small. The origin is within the
70% CL because the unseen sj is large there, contribut-
ing to each of the tagged channels. For example, the
point sj = {254, 0, 0} is the best-fit point with sWZ =
sZZ = 0, i.e. �(X0) ⇥ BR(X0 ! W+W�) = 12.9 fb,
�(X±) ⇥ BR(X± ! W±Z) = 0 fb, �(X0) ⇥ BR(X0 !
ZZ) = 0 fb, predicting expected numbers of diboson tags
including SM background µWW = 15.3, µWZ = 15.6 ,
µZZ = 5.8, with ��2 = 3.2 above the best-fit point. The



Likelihood results:
I In terms of σ ×BR of WW, WZ, and ZZ components
I Best fit at 5.2, 0, 5.8 fb, bzw.
I But pretty flat! 4

FIG. 3. Joint constraints on the values of � ⇥ Br for di↵erent decay channels of a diboson resonance from the ATLAS fat jets
analysis of the Run I LHC before e�ciencies. The darkest region corresponds to 70% CL, whereas the next darkest region
corresponds to 95% CL. In each panel, the best-fit point is denoted by a white dot.

sWW sWZ sZZ µWW µWZ µZZ ��2

0 119 86 12.0 16.1 8.2 0.4
106 0 118 13.0 16.2 8.1 0.0
1 223 0 13.0 16.6 7.4 0.8

TABLE V. Best-fit points for the cases where one sj is set to
zero (shown in bold).

unique best-fit point is shown in di↵erent projections by
the white dots.

If instead we set one of the sj to zero (which may be
predicted by an underlying physical model), we obtain
the constraints in Fig. 4. Now, each panel corresponds
to a di↵erent model hypothesis, and so unlike Fig. 3,
the best-fit points (displayed by the white points) are
all di↵erent. The three best-fit points are displayed in
Table V. We see from the table that each fit has ��2 < 1,
meaning that one cannot significantly discriminate one
fit from the other on the basis of ATLAS fat jets data
alone. This situation should improve in future analyses
exploiting more sophisticated jet substructure methods.

We show the expected jet-jet mass distribution near
the 2 TeV signal region in Fig. 5 for the point sWW = 1,
sWZ = 223, sZZ = 0 (this corresponds to �(X0) ⇥
BR(X0 ! WW ) = 0.05 fb, �(X±) ⇥ BR(X± !
W±Z) = 11.0 fb before e�ciencies), which is the best-fit
point for sZZ = 0: the bottom row of Table V. The figure
shows the contamination in the WW and ZZ channels
from mis-tagging WZ events. The estimate of the ex-
perimental mass resolution on the resonance was based
on those of a 2 TeV W 0-signal model (whose width is 72
GeV) ATLAS predictions in Ref. [1]. The uncertainties
placed on the observed numbers of events are purely sta-
tistical (

p
n for n events), indicating the expected stan-

dard deviation of the measurements.
Ref. [18] also performed a likelihood analysis for a res-

onance decaying into diboson pairs with similar results.
There, a selection of ATLAS and CMS diboson searches

are fitted to a wider mass window using a 1.8 TeV reso-
nance rather than a 2 TeV resonance and so quantitative
di↵erences are expected, and apparent. We think that it
is instructive to examine the constraints from the ATLAS
fat jets analysis alone, treating constraints from other di-
boson analyses separately.

III. NEW PHYSICS DECALOGUE

In order to pare down the possible new physics models
explaining the anomaly, we now list a number of quali-
tative desiderata for such a model.

(i) The discovery of the Higgs boson and measurement
of its couplings (as well as electroweak precision
data and flavour physics) all point to physics being
described by a theory in which the SM gauge sym-
metry is spontaneously broken by the SM Higgs at
the weak scale. Unlike some predecessors, we thus
insist that any model respect the SM gauge sym-
metry and contain the SM Higgs.

(ii) The data point to a narrow resonance of high mass
(c. 2 TeV). To get a cross-section times branching
ratio in the required range then demands sizeable
couplings in both production (via quarks or gluons)
and decay modes. We therefore insist that these be
due to interactions of dimension four or fewer in
the lagrangian.

(iii) Since the final states are bosonic and there is no ev-
idence for the presence of additional invisible par-
ticles in the form of missing energy, the resonance
should have integral spin j.

(iv) The requirement of a coupling to gluons or quarks
of dimension  4 implies j  1.

(v) A scalar resonance, �, with j = 0 needs electroweak
charge in order to couple sizeably to light quarks
and provide a production mode. One must ensure
both that the scalar does not develop a vacuum ex-



Likelihood results II:
I SM has p-value of 6×10−4 (4 σ )
I Likelihood with one channel forced to vanish (∆χ2 < 1) 5

FIG. 4. Joint constraints on the values of � ⇥ Br for di↵erent decay channels of a diboson resonance from the ATLAS fat jets
analysis of the Run I LHC, where one of sWW , sWZ or sZZ is set to zero (i.e. before e�ciency corrections). We show the 70%
and 95% preferred regions. In each case, the best-fit point is denoted by a white dot.
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FIG. 5. Invariant mass distribution near the 2 TeV resonance in each channel for sWW = 1, sWZ = 223, sZZ = 0.

pectation value, which would otherwise, through
its Yukawa coupling, change the masses of the
light quarks, and also that the scalar mixes with
the Higgs, facilitating its decay to dibosons. One
cannot satisfy both constraints unless one imposes
ad hoc relations between di↵erent couplings in the
Higgs potential. Since we are working the context
of generic e↵ective field theories, we wish to avoid
such ad hoc relations.

(vi) A consistent e↵ective field theory (EFT) descrip-
tion of a vector resonance ⇢µ, with j = 1, requires
that it be a (massive) gauge field, so we must en-
large the SM gauge group somehow. If ⇢µ carries
electroweak charge, it can couple to both quarks
and dibosons (possibly via the Higgs field).

(vii) We require that the couplings preserve the approx-
imate custodial SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R symmetry of the
SM, both for reasons of economy and because of the
stringent constraint coming from the electroweak
⇢ parameter.2 A coupling to quarks then implies
that the resonance transforms as either a singlet

2 It is possible that the couplings required to reproduce the ex-
cesses are small enough that this requirement can be relaxed.

or a triplet of either SU(2)L or SU(2)R. In the
singlet case, however, a coupling to dibosons does
not result.3 In the triplet cases, couplings of the
schematic form (we shall be more precise later)
⇢µH†DµH are allowed, leading to diboson decay
modes.

(viii) A coupling to quarks also yields corrections to elec-
troweak precision data that are non-universal, in
general. At least in the universal limit, with cou-
plings . O(1), we get tree-level contributions to the
S parameter (which typically provides one of the
strongest constraints) that are acceptably small.

(ix ) Sizeable non-universal couplings to quarks also lead
to corrections to the decay rate of the Z boson to
hadrons and to the unitarity of the CKM matrix.
Such couplings are much less constrained if they are
to right-handed quarks [20], favouring the model
with a right-handed triplet. One can even exploit
symmetries to forbid tree-level contributions in this
case [21].

To study this requires a detailed electroweak fit for such models,
which we leave to future work.

3 If we allow for custodial symmetry violation, the singlet can cou-
ple to WW .

5

FIG. 4. Joint constraints on the values of � ⇥ Br for di↵erent decay channels of a diboson resonance from the ATLAS fat jets
analysis of the Run I LHC, where one of sWW , sWZ or sZZ is set to zero (i.e. before e�ciency corrections). We show the 70%
and 95% preferred regions. In each case, the best-fit point is denoted by a white dot.
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FIG. 5. Invariant mass distribution near the 2 TeV resonance in each channel for sWW = 1, sWZ = 223, sZZ = 0.

pectation value, which would otherwise, through
its Yukawa coupling, change the masses of the
light quarks, and also that the scalar mixes with
the Higgs, facilitating its decay to dibosons. One
cannot satisfy both constraints unless one imposes
ad hoc relations between di↵erent couplings in the
Higgs potential. Since we are working the context
of generic e↵ective field theories, we wish to avoid
such ad hoc relations.

(vi) A consistent e↵ective field theory (EFT) descrip-
tion of a vector resonance ⇢µ, with j = 1, requires
that it be a (massive) gauge field, so we must en-
large the SM gauge group somehow. If ⇢µ carries
electroweak charge, it can couple to both quarks
and dibosons (possibly via the Higgs field).

(vii) We require that the couplings preserve the approx-
imate custodial SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R symmetry of the
SM, both for reasons of economy and because of the
stringent constraint coming from the electroweak
⇢ parameter.2 A coupling to quarks then implies
that the resonance transforms as either a singlet

2 It is possible that the couplings required to reproduce the ex-
cesses are small enough that this requirement can be relaxed.

or a triplet of either SU(2)L or SU(2)R. In the
singlet case, however, a coupling to dibosons does
not result.3 In the triplet cases, couplings of the
schematic form (we shall be more precise later)
⇢µH†DµH are allowed, leading to diboson decay
modes.

(viii) A coupling to quarks also yields corrections to elec-
troweak precision data that are non-universal, in
general. At least in the universal limit, with cou-
plings . O(1), we get tree-level contributions to the
S parameter (which typically provides one of the
strongest constraints) that are acceptably small.

(ix ) Sizeable non-universal couplings to quarks also lead
to corrections to the decay rate of the Z boson to
hadrons and to the unitarity of the CKM matrix.
Such couplings are much less constrained if they are
to right-handed quarks [20], favouring the model
with a right-handed triplet. One can even exploit
symmetries to forbid tree-level contributions in this
case [21].

To study this requires a detailed electroweak fit for such models,
which we leave to future work.

3 If we allow for custodial symmetry violation, the singlet can cou-
ple to WW .



More questions than answers . . .
I How many events are common? 13/17, 15/17, 9/17.
I What is the combined local significance? 4σ

(3.4 < 4 < 5.2)

I Are these (likely) Ws or Zs? Likely equal WW and ZZ with
no WZ



2 likely models: EFTs of an SU(2)L or an SU(2)R triplet vector
boson

Allanach, BMG & Sutherland, 1507.01638



Can either explain the anomaly without conflict with other
searches?
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(x ) In order to avoid problems with flavour physics con-
straints, and for simplicity’s sake, we assume that
the resonance couples in a flavour-diagonal way to
the two light quark generations only.4

We have thus honed in on a pair of possible models, with
either a new SU(2)L or SU(2)R triplet resonance with
sizeable couplings to the Higgs field and light quarks.
We now build the most general EFTs and show that the
anomalies can be explained without contradicting limits
on new physics from other experiments.

IV. EFTS AND THEIR FIT TO DATA

In this section we write down the most general EFTs
satisfying the conditions of §III (using the rules of [22,
23]) and briefly describe their phenomenology. For each
model we find the parameters that best fit the ATLAS
diboson excess.

A. Left handed triplet model

Adding a zero-hypercharge heavy vector SU(2)L

triplet ⇢a
µ (indexed by a 2 {1, 2, 3} and comprising three

charge eigenstates ⇢+, ⇢0 and ⇢�) to the SM results in
the most general lagrangian up to dimension four of

L = LSM � 1

4
⇢a

µ⌫⇢
aµ⌫ + (

1

2
m2

⇢ +
1

4
g2

mH†H)⇢a
µ⇢

aµ

�2g✏abc@[µ⇢
a
⌫]W

bµ⇢c⌫ � g✏abc@[µW a
⌫]⇢

bµ⇢c⌫

+(
1

2
ig⇢⇢

a
µH†�aDµH + h.c.) + gq⇢

a
µQL�

µ�aQL

+gl⇢
a
µLL�

a�µLL + . . . ,

where �a are the Pauli matrices, g is the SU(2)L gauge
coupling and @[µ⇢

a
⌫] ⌘ 1

2 (@µ⇢
a
⌫ � @⌫⇢

a
µ). 5 The coe�cient

of the term ✏abc@[µW a
⌫]⇢

bµ⇢c⌫ is set to g because such

a value results in a higher ultra-violet cut-o↵ scale ⇤,
where ⇤ is associated with unitarity violation. However,
one could also consider small deviations from g of order
gm2

⇢/⇤
2: these must not be large otherwise the régime

of validity of our EFT is compromised. There are ad-
ditional terms that we have not written, such as ⇢2W 2,
that do not a↵ect the discussion here, but which restore
SU(2)L gauge invariance and may be relevant for future
searches. The ‘⇢H†DH’ coupling, after electroweak sym-
metry breaking (EWSB), mixes the ⇢± with the W±, and

the ⇢0 with the Z, with mixing angle of order
gg⇢v2

4m2
⇢

for

Higgs vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV, analo-
gously to the rho meson in hadronic physics. The same

4 It is likely that this requirement can also be relaxed somewhat.
5 A similar lagrangian was considered in Ref. [24].

FIG. 6. The branching ratios of the ⇢+ and ⇢0 of the left
handed triplet model, as a function of their coupling to quarks
gq over their coupling to bosons g⇢. Note the equal branching
ratios to Wh and WZ, and also to Zh and WW , as predicted
by [17]. The dijet branching ratios of the ⇢+ and ⇢0 overlap
(black curves), as do their diboson branching ratios (blue and
red curves).

operator mediates the decay of the ⇢0 to W+W� and
Zh, and that of the ⇢± to W±Z and W±h.

As described above, we assume the ⇢ only couples to
the first two quark generations, with equal strength; we
also set gl = 0, given the absence of a 2 TeV bump in
dilepton searches [25, 26]. We assume for simplicity that
gm = 0; for example a gm = 4 would only increase the
partial width of the ⇢s to either Wh or Zh by ⇠ 10%.
We use FeynRules 2.0.6 [27] and MadGraph5 aMC@NLO
v2.2.3 [28] to simulate the production and decay of the ⇢s
at leading order, using a K factor of 1.3 consistent with
that of Drell-Yan W± production [29]. The number of
produced ⇢s are then multiplied by their branching ra-
tios to dibosons (Fig. 6), the e�ciencies in Table III and
the overall e�ciency factor of ✏ to obtain a prediction for
the number of signal events in the six disjoint regions A
to F , as a function of the lagrangian parameters. Using
the observations of Table I, we perform pseudoexperi-
ments with to obtain a p value for each set of param-
eters; Fig. 7 shows the resulting good-fit regions in the
(g⇢, gq) plane. Towards the top of the best fit region the
⇢s are produced copiously but rarely decay to dibosons,
whereas towards the right the ⇢s are produced rarely but
almost always decay to dibosons (where ‘dibosons’ in-
cludes the decays to Wh or Zh). We also overlay in
Fig. 7 the 95% CL limits on � ⇥ Br(W 0 ! WZ) from
other searches for diboson resonances, namely the CMS
all hadronic search [5] (12 fb) and the ATLAS semilep-
tonic search [30] (20 fb). Note that we do not consider
the CMS semileptonic search, because the only readily
available limits are for a type I RS graviton, which has
considerably higher acceptances than, say, a W 0. Given
the similarity of the ATLAS and CMS semileptonic lim-
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(x ) In order to avoid problems with flavour physics con-
straints, and for simplicity’s sake, we assume that
the resonance couples in a flavour-diagonal way to
the two light quark generations only.4

We have thus honed in on a pair of possible models, with
either a new SU(2)L or SU(2)R triplet resonance with
sizeable couplings to the Higgs field and light quarks.
We now build the most general EFTs and show that the
anomalies can be explained without contradicting limits
on new physics from other experiments.

IV. EFTS AND THEIR FIT TO DATA

In this section we write down the most general EFTs
satisfying the conditions of §III (using the rules of [22,
23]) and briefly describe their phenomenology. For each
model we find the parameters that best fit the ATLAS
diboson excess.

A. Left handed triplet model

Adding a zero-hypercharge heavy vector SU(2)L

triplet ⇢a
µ (indexed by a 2 {1, 2, 3} and comprising three

charge eigenstates ⇢+, ⇢0 and ⇢�) to the SM results in
the most general lagrangian up to dimension four of
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SU(2)L gauge invariance and may be relevant for future
searches. The ‘⇢H†DH’ coupling, after electroweak sym-
metry breaking (EWSB), mixes the ⇢± with the W±, and

the ⇢0 with the Z, with mixing angle of order
gg⇢v2

4m2
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for

Higgs vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV, analo-
gously to the rho meson in hadronic physics. The same

4 It is likely that this requirement can also be relaxed somewhat.
5 A similar lagrangian was considered in Ref. [24].

FIG. 6. The branching ratios of the ⇢+ and ⇢0 of the left
handed triplet model, as a function of their coupling to quarks
gq over their coupling to bosons g⇢. Note the equal branching
ratios to Wh and WZ, and also to Zh and WW , as predicted
by [17]. The dijet branching ratios of the ⇢+ and ⇢0 overlap
(black curves), as do their diboson branching ratios (blue and
red curves).

operator mediates the decay of the ⇢0 to W+W� and
Zh, and that of the ⇢± to W±Z and W±h.

As described above, we assume the ⇢ only couples to
the first two quark generations, with equal strength; we
also set gl = 0, given the absence of a 2 TeV bump in
dilepton searches [25, 26]. We assume for simplicity that
gm = 0; for example a gm = 4 would only increase the
partial width of the ⇢s to either Wh or Zh by ⇠ 10%.
We use FeynRules 2.0.6 [27] and MadGraph5 aMC@NLO
v2.2.3 [28] to simulate the production and decay of the ⇢s
at leading order, using a K factor of 1.3 consistent with
that of Drell-Yan W± production [29]. The number of
produced ⇢s are then multiplied by their branching ra-
tios to dibosons (Fig. 6), the e�ciencies in Table III and
the overall e�ciency factor of ✏ to obtain a prediction for
the number of signal events in the six disjoint regions A
to F , as a function of the lagrangian parameters. Using
the observations of Table I, we perform pseudoexperi-
ments with to obtain a p value for each set of param-
eters; Fig. 7 shows the resulting good-fit regions in the
(g⇢, gq) plane. Towards the top of the best fit region the
⇢s are produced copiously but rarely decay to dibosons,
whereas towards the right the ⇢s are produced rarely but
almost always decay to dibosons (where ‘dibosons’ in-
cludes the decays to Wh or Zh). We also overlay in
Fig. 7 the 95% CL limits on � ⇥ Br(W 0 ! WZ) from
other searches for diboson resonances, namely the CMS
all hadronic search [5] (12 fb) and the ATLAS semilep-
tonic search [30] (20 fb). Note that we do not consider
the CMS semileptonic search, because the only readily
available limits are for a type I RS graviton, which has
considerably higher acceptances than, say, a W 0. Given
the similarity of the ATLAS and CMS semileptonic lim-
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its on the type I RS graviton, we assume any recasting
of the CMS search onto the triplet model of this section
would yield limits comparable to the ATLAS W 0 limit
displayed in Fig. 7.

Also shown in Fig. 7 is the CMS 95% CL limit on
�(X) ⇥ Br(X ! Wh, Zh) = 8 fb for a 2 TeV spin one
resonance X [31]. The limit is quite constraining for the
SU(2)L triplet, given the roughly equal branching ratio
of the ⇢± to WZ and Wh, as well as that of the ⇢0

to WW and Zh. Interestingly, the analogous limit for
a marginally lighter 1.8 TeV resonance is much weaker
(14 fb).

We now comment on the compatibility with elec-
troweak precision constraints.6 The model is non-
universal, but we can estimate the constraints by
assuming that ⇢ couples equally to all 3 quark gener-
ations, such that we may compare with the analysis
performed using a flavour-symmetric basis of dimension-
six SM operators in [34]. Integrating out the ⇢, we

obtain 3 such operators:
g2
⇢

4m2
⇢
(iH†�a

$
DµH)(iH†�a

$
DµH),

g⇢gq

2m2
⇢
O(3)q

L ⌘ g⇢gq

2m2
⇢
(iH†�a

$
DµH)(QL�

a�µQL), and

g2
q

m2
⇢
(QL�

a�µQL)(QL�
a�µQL). Re-writing these in the

basis of [35], we find that only O(3)q
L , contributes to

Z pole measurements. We use the 95% CL limit on
its Wilson coe�cient alone, given in Eq. (19) of [34],
to place the approximate bound |g⇢gq| . 0.5, which is
compatible with the values required to fit the excess in
the ATLAS diboson search (see the grey dashed line in
Fig. 7).

The ⇢ boson necessarily couples to quarks (in order to
obtain the production cross-section), and so we should
consider constraints coming from resonance searches to
dijets at an invariant mass of 2 TeV. CMS, for instance,
places a 95%CL upper limit of 60 fb [36] for �⇥BR(⇢ !
qq̄) ⇥ A, where A  1 is acceptance (ATLAS’ analogous
upper bound is 110 fb [37]). Assuming an acceptance
A ⇠ 0.6, as quoted in [36] for isotropic decays, the CMS
limit rules out the otherwise good fit points with large
BR(⇢ ! qq̄), as shown in Fig. 7, preferring instead a
sizeable branching ratio of the ⇢ to dibosons.

B. Right handed triplet model

Applying the same logic as in section IV A, the most
general lagrangian up to dimension four containing an

6 Electroweak fits to similar were performed in [32, 33], but do not
lead to significant constraints on the models considered here.
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FIG. 7. Preferred regions in the plane of the SU(2)L triplet’s
coupling to bosons, g⇢, and quarks, gq, as determined from
the number of events observed in the six disjoint signal regions
(see Table I). We show the 95%, 99% preferred regions by the
inner and outer pair of solid lines, respectively. Also shown
are the 95% CL limits on a W 0 model from [5] (ATLAS W’)
and [30] (CMS W’) which should be similar to the limits on
the SU(2)L triplet considered here, the limit from the CMS
search for resonances decaying to Wh, Zh ! qqbb̄ [31] (‘CMS
Vh’), and the limit from the CMS dijet resonance search [36]
(‘CMS jj’). The line denoted ‘LEP I’ depicts the approximate
constraint from electroweak precision tests at LEPI. The re-
gion above each broken line is excluded.

additional triplet of SU(2)R, ⇢a
µ, is7

L = LSM � 1

4
⇢a

µ⌫⇢
aµ⌫ + (

1

2
m2

⇢ +
1

4
g2

mH†H)⇢a
µ⇢

aµ

�2g0✏ab3@[µ⇢
a
⌫]⇢

bµB⌫ � g0✏3bc@[µB⌫]⇢
bµ⇢c⌫

+(�1

4
ig⇢⇢

a
µTr(⇧�aDµ⇧†) + h.c.) + gq⇢

a
µQR�

µ�aQR,

where QR =

✓
uR

dR

◆
, g0 is the U(1)Y gauge coupling,

and we have taken advantage of notation in which the
SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R symmetry of the Higgs doublet H =✓
�+

�0

◆
is manifest, defining ⇧ = (H, Hc) =

✓
�+ �0

�0 ���

◆

and Dµ⇧ = @µ⇧ + 1
2 igW a

µ�
a⇧ + 1

2 ig0Bµ⇧�3. Much the
same phenomenology results as in the left handed triplet
case: the charged and neutral components of the ⇢ mix to
the same degrees with the W s and Z respectively (after
EWSB); they can also decay to WZ/Wh, or WW/Zh,
respectively.

The branching ratios of the ⇢s are identical to those of
the left-handed triplet model, shown in Fig. 6. An identi-
cal analysis to §IV A yields Fig. 8, showing the points in

7 We have neglected a small mass splitting, of O( g02
g2
⇢

), in m⇢.

ATLAS, 1409.6190
CMS, 1506.01443

CMS, 1405.1994
CMS, 1501.04198

Pomarol & Riva, 1308.2803



Can this be described by a composite Higgs model?
I Yes!
I recall: PC =⇒ every SM state has a strong sector partner
I In fact CH with custodial symmetry features both L− and

R− triplet partners
I Either will do!

Thamm & al., 1506.08688

Low & al., 1507.07557

Niehoff & al., 1508.00569

I PC =⇒ region with small gq



First ATLAS 13 TeV results (3.2/fb)!
ATLAS-CONF-2015-073
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Fit W ′ with m = 2TeV , σ ×BR = 7.6fb:
ATLAS-CONF-2015-073
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Run 2 prospects ... . . .
I No hint in other channels

llqq: ATLAS-CONF-2015-071

lνqq: ATLAS-CONF-2015-075

l(ν)l(ν)bb ATLAS-CONF-2015-074

I CMS similar
CMS-EXO-15-002

I not inconsistent
I if it is CH, look for other couplings implied by PC
I other resonances close by (esp. top partners)



B-physics anomalies



Anomalies in B decays I: B→ K ∗µµ

2013: LHCb measures anoma-
lies in angular observables in
B → K ∗µµ decays with 1fb−1

LHCb, 1308.1707, particularly in an op-
timized observable called P ′5(∼
3.7σ)

2015: Confirmed with full 3fb−1

data from Run I LHCb-CONF-2015-002



Anomalies in B decays: RK and branching ratios
2014: 2.6σ anomaly seen in observable RK : LHCb, 1406.6482

RK =
BR(B+→ K +µ+µ−)

BR(B+→ K +e+e−)
= 0.745+0.090

−0.074(stat)±0.036(syst)

Uncertainties cancel in theory prediction of RK :
RSM

K = 1.0003±0.0001 Bobeth & al. 0709.4174

Also tensions in some other b→ sµµ observables, eg.: Straub,

Moriond 2015



Model-independent NP interpretation
Effective hamiltonian for b→ s`` transitions Heff =
−4GF√

2
(V ∗tsVtb) ∑i C

`
i O`

i where ((` = e,µ,τ)), O`
i are:

O
(′)
7 = DIPOLE

O
`(′)
9 = αem

4π
(
sγαPL(R)b

)
(`γα`) VECTOR

O
`(′)
10 = AXIAL VECTOR

Data are best fit by: e.g. Altmannshofer & Straub 1411.3161, Straub Moriond

2015, Matias Moriond 2015

I Negative contribution to Cµ
9 :

CNP,µ
9 ∈ [−1.65,−0.95]

(A bit silly, since only CNP
9 =∓CNP

10 are
plausible.)

I Contributions of opposite sign to Cµ
9 and Cµ

10:
CNP,µ

9 =−CNP,µ
10 ∈ [−0.74,−0.29]



Leptoquark-mediated b→ sµµ

A leptoquark Π with SM quantum numbers (3,3, 1
3) can mediate

the process b→ s`` Hiller & Schmaltz, 1408.1627

Couplings to s, b, and µ suggested to explain anomalies, with

|λ ∗µbλµs|
M2 ≈ 1

(48TeV)2

Generates CNP,µ
9 =−CNP,µ

10 ≈−0.5



What have leptoquarks got to do with the composite Higgs?



Another key feature of PC models: Colour
BMG, arXiv:0910.1789

I PC =⇒ every SM state has a heavy partner
I =⇒ The strong sector is charged under SU(3) colour
I =⇒ the strong sector contains coloured, EW-charged

fermions
I =⇒ ? the strong sector contains coloured, EW-charged

scalars
I Leptoquarks coupled mostly to 3rd generation quarks and

leptons.
I If chiral, consistent with all pre-LHC flavour constraints!



Leptoquarks in CH models
BMG, arXiv:0910.1789

I Can even be light, if PNGBs
I With G/H given by

SO(9)×SO(5)

SU(4)×SU(2)Π×SU(2)H ×SU(2)R
.

get PNGBs H ∼ (1,2, 1
2) and LQ Π∼ (3,3, 1

3)!
BMG, Nardecchia, & Renner, 1412.1791

I All other resonances of the new strong dynamics around
mρ

I Leptoquark mass term comes mostly from QCD, so

m2
Π ∼

αs

4π
m2

ρ ∼
(

1
10

mρ

)2



Partial Compositeness & LQ couplings

L ⊃ εqO
qq + εuO

uu + mρ

(
O

q
Oq +O

u
Ou
)

+ gρO
qHOu.

=⇒ Yukawa couplings

(Yu)ij ∼ gρεq
i εu

j , (Yd )ij ∼ gρεq
i εd

j .



Partial Compositeness & LQ couplings II
BMG, Nardecchia, & Renner, 1412.1791

10 params. in quark Yukawa sector: gρ ,εq
i ,ε

u
i ,ε

d
j .

Choose εq
i , εu

i , and εd
i to reproduce quark masses and CKM:

gρvεq
i εu

i ∼mu
i , gρvεq

i εd
i ∼md

i

εq
1

εq
2
∼ λ ,

εq
2

εq
3
∼ λ 2,

εq
1

εq
3
∼ λ 3,

8 relations =⇒ 2 leftover parameters: gρ and εq
3 .

Lepton sector: more arbitrary; assume εe
i ≈ ε`

i to minimise
µ → eγ.
Fixes lepton mixings:

Y `
i = gρ (ε`

i )2 =⇒ ε`
i =

√
Y `

i
gρ

Also: mass of leptoquark M



Partial Compositeness & LQ couplings III
BMG, Nardecchia, & Renner, 1412.1791

The LQ couples much the same way as the Higgs

So its couplings to SM fermions are:

λij = gρcijε`i εq
j

cij are unknown O(1) coefficients =⇒ predictions of the model
are only O(1)



Fit to b→ s`` anomalies

BMG, Nardecchia, & Renner, 1412.1791

CNPµ
9 =−CNPµ

10 ∈ [−0.74,−0.36] (at 1σ)

=⇒ Re(c∗22c23) ∈ [1.50,3.08]

(
4π
gρ

)(
1
εq

3

)2(
M

TeV

)2

(at 1σ)

So since the cij should be O(1):
I εq

3 ∼ 1 (i.e maximal)
I gρ ∼ 4π (i.e maximal)
I =⇒ M ∼ 1 TeV (i.e. in LHC reach!)

n.b. RK : Automatically accommodated with PC: contributions
to decay B+→ K +e+e− are negligible.



We now have no free parameters, and 1000s of flavour
constraints to satisfy (at O(1))! All are (just about) ok. µ → eγ
most challenging ( =⇒ heavy resonances).



Summary
I Composite Higgs – literal naturalness
I Di-photon anomaly – η ∈ SO(6)/SO(5)?
I Di-boson anomaly – SU(2)L×SU(2)R partners?
I B-physics anomalies – leptoquarks from partial

compositeness?
I Highly unlikely that all 3 persist
I Just 1 would be nice!
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